
SenFORCE Mobile© 

 

Parking Compliance  

and Enforcement 

with Automated 

ANPR  

SenFORCE Mobile Automated mobile Parking and      

Compliance Enforcement solution with Automated Number 

Plate Recognition (ANPR) technology based on a fusion of 

proprietary software algorithms that feature a number of 

world first’s to ensure you are always ahead of the game. 

SenFORCE MOBILE enable operators to simply drive 

with no manual intervention necessary, and all permit based, 

pay by plate and pay by phone data is matched.  

 Convenient Roof Mounted system with no vehicle modifica-

tions required. 

 VehicleDNA equipped recognition that captures unique  

vehicle features. 

 Centimetre accurate GPS vehicle GEO positioning 

 Automated GIS parking zone management 

 Triggerless video based vehicle detection 

 Multi Frame Fusion technology for optimised plate reading 

 Multi Ranked plate reads with fuzzy matching for higher 

match rate accuracy 
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SenFORCE Mobile© 

Parking Compliance and Enforcement with Automated ANPR  

An unattended automated camera designed for capturing illegal rubbish 

dumping, parking in Bus and School zones. SenFORCE Fixed is seam-

lessly integrated into the SenBOS Back-Office with SenFORCE Mobile.  

 Consistent >98% performance reading 

plates in both day and night conditions. 

 Reads reflective and non-reflective plates. 

 Robustness to variations in number plate 

font, size and colour. 

 Equipped with advanced and patented  

VehicleDNA technology to accurately 

match vehicles. 

 Generic Global ANPR engine including  

hieroglyphics character sets.   

 Supports Black (wanted) & White-list 

(approved) vehicle databases. 

 Automatic road-sign recognition inclusion to 

identify positioning and zones. 

 Auto-Permit enforces paid parking, residen-

tial areas and other permit zones.   

 

Core Specifications 

Characteristics and Features of SenFORCE 

Processing Architecture 

VPU Operating System 

Back Office server Op-
erating System 

Support sensor type 

 

3rd Party systems Inte-
gration supported 
  

 

Current Integration 
ready 

              

Server based 

Linux   

Windows/Cloud host-
ing available 

Rapier 30IP Dual 
Colour and Infrared 

XML over TCP/IP, 
FTP SOAP, Data-
base layer & other 
options 

Schweers, Ticketman 
devices, Pathways, 
CITEC, Pay-by-Plate, 
Pay-by-Phone and 
more  

SenFORCE FIXED Camera Enforcement 

Light-Bar or Roof mount Luggage 


